
Miguel Giner Gutiérrez

Academic studies

University degree
Degree in Industrial engineering & product design
engineering school in Terrassa, EET, UPC, 2013 - January 2018.
International studies
University Diego Portales, FAAD, UDP, Santiago, Chile, September 2016 - December 2016.
Secondary school
LOS OLIVOS ENGLISH SCHOOL, Godella, Valencia, 2011-2012.
IGCSE
LOS OLIVOS ENGLISH SCHOOL, Godella, Valencia, September 1995 - June 2010.

Personal characteristics

Flexibility and change adaptation.
I can work in a changing environment to respond fast to current and future demands. Educational immersion in Chile in a self-man-
aged way in 2016 and I have worked on changing environments such as the service sector or a startup.

Innovation and creativity.
I apply creativity in the contribution of concepts, ideas, solutions or improvements to services or methods. Extensive knowledge in 
short and long term creative methodologies to work through innovation.

Self-learning, recycling capacity.
I continue to train in different areas: technical, creative, management and personnel. Constant interest in learning and improving.

Problem solving and decision making.
I give answers and solve complex situations through simplicity, looking for information and managing it to achieve the most accu-
rate decision in every moment. Constant evaluation of the situation to obtain the best solution.

Interst and dedication.
I am proactive in posing, taking and developing new tasks. I maintain a high and constant level of work.

Teamwork.
I have empathy and generosity, as well as patience and willingness to work and assist my colleagues and collaborate with my 
team and with the rest of the department.

Communication and social relations capacity.
I can convey points of view and convince from an objective perspective. I also know how to manage meetings, deal with suppliers, 
emails, calls, social networks, online search, etc.

Customer and result orientation
I tend to achieve the objectives set by the company and seek the highest quality of service. It has always been present in the
various jobs that I have done.

Commitment to the organization.
I work to fulfill the objectives set, to know and be part of the business culture, as well as to learn the company's strategy.

Barcelona, Travessera de Grácia, 240, P 4, 08024
+34 647 188 905
miguelginergutierrez@gmail.com
miguelginergutierrez.com
@ginergutierrez
www.linkedin.com/in/miguel-giner-gutiérrez



Languages

Spanish
Native
English
Bilingual 
German
Basic
Catalán
Medium

Work experience

Industrial designer and engineer 
November 2018 - Currently, Submer Technologies, Barcelona, Spain.
Industrial designer
April 2018 - Currently, Miguel Giner Gutiérrez studio, Barcelona, Spain.
Automatic analyser assembler 
March 2018 - November 2018, Biosystems, Barcelona, Spain.
Street worker for UNICEF, Acción Contra el Hambre, Save the Children and ACNUR
May 2017 - August 2017, Albireo Marketing, Barcelona, Spain
Scholar as industrial designer
Summer 2015, Ana Gutiérrez Sigler studio (ADCV founder partner), Museros, Valencia.
Technician in the development and management of public events
2012 - 2018, Taller de Cultura and Ayuntamiento de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

Technical skills

- Design and product development end to end.
- Project management (worked as project manager).
- Concept & innovation development.
- Out of the box thinking.
- Design and innovation methodologies: Design Thinking,   
   SCAMPER, AMFE, DAFO,  Journey, Empathy map, Bench 
   marking, brainstorming, documentation, mind map...
- 3D design (Solidworks (Advanced level), Rhinoceros...).
- Mechanical systems.
- CAD blue prints and production manuals.
- Keyshot (render).
- 3DsMax (render and animations).
- Manufacturing processes.
- Metal sheet procesess.
- Model making.
- 3D print.
- Handcrafts processes knowledge.
- Ceramics.
- Graphic design (Web page, catalogs, posters for exhibitions,  
  corporate identity, illustration ...)
- Supplier management (arrange production, reception dates,  
   buy elements, solve problems...)
- FAT and SAT design.
- ERP management and item structure for purchase or sell.
- BOM structure & management.
- Shippings.
- Dealing with the press.
- Exhibition managament.
- Ilustrator.
- Indesign.
- Office.
- Google apps (sheets, docs, power, drive)

Awards & Exhibitions

- First prize Rado Starprize, Madrid design festival.
- Exhibition, Tribute to Etel Adnan, Barcelo Design week.
- Exhibition, Inédito selection, Mexico Design Week.
- Exhibition, Crafts Now, Design Museum, Barcelona.

Others

- Honours in final degree project.
- Class delegate (2013).
- Own a workshop where I develop my projects.
- 3D printer owner.
- Inventor in SmartPod X, XL and XL + patante
- Experience in the making of molds for the casting technique.

Availability

-15 days after hiring.
-Open to travel.

Publications

- TL Mag.
- Thesignspeaking.
- Arquitectura y diseño.
- T Magazine, The New York Times.
- Talento a bordo.
- Magazine.
- Round table, Anthropology museum CDMX, Mexico Design             
   week


